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1. Alf knows nothing about KOUPZIS (see communication from Paris).
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It
	

ODITSCHARIA.

3.
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INTERMARIUM or ABEND. He wrote it down and will

try to find out something.,

4. ICASJAW4 and KARJENIN according to Alf are working in an Anerican unit
VIP

which is located in Aigendorf "VP--* Ah/Hotel former villa of H11041LER.
40

5. TURKUL's org. after the revol'Jtic:n - .as called the Russian General Military

League ROVS. He left the ROVS and formed his own orgainzation . He is con-

nected with two funny guys that Alf knows of; VOITJECHOWSKJ, Sergei former head

of the German sponsored Russian committee in Warsaw; now is in the French ,one

.Feldkirchen; was connected with the French I.S before war and believed 4ow to

still have same connecteion; /.Captain FOSS, lived in Roumania before the war

was not anly a double agent but a quadruple (when the Germans came to RoUmania

he turned in four • British agents, KARPINSKIJ, Vladimir;,PLATNITSKIj; and OSCH,

NJUK,. and a fourth whose name Alf doesn't know; all four were hanged in Bel-

grad. FOSS was sent to MaktatiEY the torn of Nikolaijev, Russia in the German

I.S. FOSS is now located in a camp in Munich calledfirm MOISJEJEW and is known

as ALEXANDROW and is connected with TURKU.

4L. '

	

	 6. A girl called PUPINJINA (?), Olga was sent from Vienna by CIO Vienna to

Salzburg she told everyone in Parsch that Vienna sent her. She is in contact with

with a Maj. DONALD (Am.) who lives in the Oesterrckicherhof. She is in contact

with MARTENS and has a camera with which she is continually Photographing

Russians in Parsch.

7. People in Sb say that SORISOHENKOW is coming to town.
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8. Alf would like ZEISS to tell him when the Soviet Mission comes and would

like two passes to go to Munich • for three days; For himself and another joker

SARCPSCHNIAK, Michell, in Austria since 1945, height 170cm, hair brown, eyes brown,

born 18 Nov. 1920, in Vidran, Slovakia, occupation student.


